
InSight™

SMART SIGHT GLASS

  Continuous Flow Measurement and Feedback Control

 Reliable Flow Verification

  Tank Level Monitoring for Improved  
Inventory Management

The Sirius InSight™ provides critical information about 
the injection process. Fluid is automatically metered 
through the sight glass in the same way an operator 
or pumper would calibrate the pump. This information 
is provided to the Fusion Controller for analyses and 
feedback.

Flow Verification: 
Issues such as an empty tank, blocked filter or 
maintenance needs are identified immediately and 
can be remotely communicated and managed in a 
cost effective and preventive manner.

Tank Level:  
The tank level can be checked remotely to 
improve inventory management and the tank refill 
scheduling.

Closed loop feedback injection rate control: 
The actual flow rate is continuously monitored 
and compared to desired rate, changes are then 
automatically made to pump speed ensuring 
accuracy 100% of the time. This optimizes 
chemical treatment, while avoiding costly over 
and under injection. 

Flow rate variations can occur due to pressure or 
viscosity changes, battery or power changes, and 
due to pump or intake issues. 
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CLIENT VALUE

Reduce operator/pumpers visits to location

Continuous flow measurement and feedback control

Tank inventory management, refill date and volume required

Pump status

Information to set alarms such as low level, pump diagnostics

Tank volume specified rather than height of fluid

The pump productivity can be monitored permitting 
preventative maintenance

One button easy rate change

Area classification EXP or GP

Optimize chemical usage

Teflon/Stainless wetted parts

COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL

Flow verification alarm

Pump Control - The integration of flow measurement and 
pump control is automation friendly since there is only one 
device that needs to be programmed into the network. 

Modbus communication 

Digital input/output and analog inputs

Rate control in volume per day (Q/day, L/day, G/day)

PROFITABLE ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONSTM



Contact Sirius for all your chemical injection requirements at sales@siriuscontrols.com
or call: USA/Canada 1.866.436.6301 International: 780.436.6301
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MULTI-POINT INJECTION

• A single InSight™ system can identify individual flow at each 
point of a multipoint system.

• Individual alarms can be triggered instead of one average alarm. 
This is important because in some cases, under injection on 
one point may mask over injection on another and not trigger 
the average alarm. InSight™ will not miss such a condition, it 
will pinpoint the issues individually and specify the direction and 
magnitude of the flow error saving time and money.

DETAILED CHEMICAL INVENTORY

Tanks come in many shapes and sizes; 
horizontal cylinder, vertical cylinder, 
rectangular, elliptical, loaf, “U” shape 
etc. Because of this variability a level 
measurement in the tank is at best a 
guess of the volume remaining. InSight™ 
is equipped with modelling software 
providing the ability to convert fluid height 
into volume refining inventory accuracy.

REMOTE CONTROL, VERIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT

Local feedback control for accurate measurement

OFFICES

NOVA™ TANK SYSTEM

INSIGHT™

PUMP

FUSION™

PIPELINE

SEPARATOR

WELLHEAD

PUMP JACK

‘STACK’ 
MANIFOLD

FLOW RATE
5 Q/day

PRESSURE
580psiPUMP STATUS: Running

LEVEL:
58%

VOUME:
165 gallons

EXAMPLE 
SCREEN


